.01 HZ to 10 KHZ GATING ONLY PLASMA BALL
It looks like about 1 of 8 Plasma Balls that are purchased for a Rife Modified Electric Field Delivery
devices have significantly reduce dynamic range. Although these Plasma Balls are not able to exploit the
usual range of .01 Hz to 30 KHz, they are perfectly able to run .01 Hz to 10 KHz through gating. In fact
this was exactly how I ran them about 5 years ago when first discovering a $25 toy could be used as a
very powerful Rife Tool.
The idea wasn’t totally unique back then because companies were making audio on off toy plasma balls
long before I ever heard of Royal Raymond Rife. Over the past couple of years there have been several
blogs in forums like the Spooky forum on how you could use one of those types of Plasma Balls as a
device to work directly, without modification, with the Spooky2. Well with the Plasma Balls I’ve seen
they would never give you the control through audio coupling that direct wiring offers. Hence with
some very simple wiring modifications to the Plasma MB (Mother Board) the first 3” function generator
controlled Plasma Ball came into existence.
Although those smaller balls actually worked, they don’t work as well as the present day 6” balls do.
Not by a long shot! The significant difference is voltage level. The 3” ball runs on 5 volts whereas the 6”
ball runs on 12 volts. Both the dynamic range and the electric field strength are significantly improved
by several decibels. Minimally improved by a factor of 3 to 4 times would be a fair guess.
There is a video posted on the www.aurorasky.net site that demonstrates how to use these .01 Hz to 10
KHz Plasma Balls with a single cable connection from the function generator to the Plasma Ball. This
direct wire connection technique requires no special technique to run these electric field delivery
devices. In fact even the more dynamic capable Plasma Balls will run in the same mode as
demonstrated in video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5quQLJrll0k
By exploiting the auto harmonic feature of the Spooky software, these Plasma Balls can be used with
any of the existing Spooky Protocols by observing three things. Run the protocols with a square wave,
set to 10 volts amplitude, and a +100 offset. No PRESET requirements, Duty Cycle restrictions, and
there is an ease of use that any Spooky software user can handle.
The Gating Only Plasma Balls are listed on the website order page at a significant price reduction. These
are not defective devices but extremely powerful delivery devices that have their direct modulation
input disabled. These Plasma Balls are just a few dollars over cost of a plan toy plasma ball and offer in
many cases the same or a better effect when compared to the Phanotron tube. This is simply because
the Plasma Ball generates Birkeland Currents and the Phanotron tube does not.
Consider watching the video and if you have any questions please feel free to contact me via the
website’s contact button. Be well and respectfully, Steve

